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[Gavel]
Rodriquez: I now call this meeting of the senate to order. The first item on the agenda is the pledge of allegiance. So if I may have everyone please stand. And senator Seitz...

Senators: Say the Pledge

Rodriquez: Okay moving down the agenda, the next item is first roll call. Please click 1 if you are present. Has everyone clicked in? And our quorum count for today is 18. Moving down the agenda, additions/deletions and or clarifications to the orders of the day.

Hartman: Motion to approve the agenda…okay motion to move director of student …

Rodri: Any objections to said amendments? Seeing none, the agenda is approved as shown here. Moving on additions/deletions and or.

Truong: Motion to postpone the minutes.

ROdri: SEEieng none the minutes are postponed.

Johnson: Thank you very much. Busy week, every week. Umm in our committee this week we went headed and looked at…and in open forum or in announcements I’m going to go over that a little bit more. But instead I want to actually see if could make some ends meet first. Ugh but we did talk about a lot in committee and we also went ahead and worked on there was a big rush of interim budgets. So I apoligize in advance, thank yu very much.

Truong: So last week we had 4 confirmations…and all of them will be before you today. This week we had Director of community affer and diertor.

Ulloa: So last week we just went over a couple of travel grants. So my committee is meeting with all the organznizations. So weould meet next week so we could decide.

Hartmann: Okay today in committee we debriefed our tent day that we had last week. So can start that moving. And witht eh UWC we’ll hopefully meet with them tomorrow to get some sort of structure. And other than that, please come to the tent day.

Aziz: one of the things that are importat in senate since we all ran for Senate is the opportunity to listen to them 1 on 1. Meeting with the Dean for students and just check up on how we are doing and just kind of help each other. So just in terms of umm attned the committees, I know some people have not been showing up. So keep track of that and umm that’s it for now.

Rodri: And then for my report, just a reminder for this week we had both the meeting for the joint ad-hoc for strategic goals. So just ask me and I’ll let you know when those are. This past Friday, I as well as a couple of other people attended the Judicial summit in Sarasota-Manatee. And as Abdool stated earlier
we met with Dean Freeman. I would like to thank Senate President Taylor Adams and the rest of the Senate from St. Pete for coming. Moving down the agenda, Executive Branch report, President Cocco.

Cocco: Okay my report. This past weekend I was at Florida Democratic Part State Galla and I was able to network with a lot of state legislatures at USF. So that was good, I had the priviledge to meet Bill Clinton. And so we’re going to try out best with meet the provost to get a spokesperson here like Bill Clinton and have that happen. So that was good. Today I had a meeting with Vet Services. And making sure that now the instate tuition that has been passed by the...and ugh we’re continuing that strong relationship there. And I had lunch with the provost this past Monday and weare talking about bilding a relationship with SG> I had lunch with John Long who is the Chief Operations Officer...and how it works and what are the moving parts for that. Lisa Montelleon our Council Woman for USF. The 23rd to house the little City Council forum kind of thing. And we had Cabinet, thank you Berkowitz for our Cabinet meeting. Meeting with Jane Lauren from the Oracle. I’m going to go to the chemistry building and take a tour of the ...ugh last week Rhondell and I went to Mary Louise house and we are going to be partnering up with thme to focus on. Last week ugh the Ehtics and iNtegrity council which I’m cochair about....and so that’s a good good way for students to get involved and practice their skills...Berkoqitz and Sydney met witht eh grad students this last Friday to discuss with getting them a functioning group in Student Government. And ugh UCF trip next week, so that should be fun. And Mark Harlem is going to stop by....

Rodri: Any questions for President Cocco? Thank you. Moving downt the agenda.

Hammed: Umm just an update from the court our Judicial Summit is last Friday that was great. St. Pete in the back MR. Taylor Adams. Either the last week of June or the 1st week in August. That will be here in tampa. We’re continuing having represtation from the court...umm we drafted some bylaws for the parking advisory committee. I sent them to a few senators and some offices as well for a few revisions. Umm...working with Ms. Truong and Senate and Exec with town hall initiatives, so that’s great. And lastly shoutout to Mitchell Fratesi, he got us a new brouchure stand. Ugh so thank you Mitch for that. And if there are no other questions that’s all I have to report.

Rodri

Miller: USA just scored

Cocco: I would like to wish a happy belated birthday to Ms. Emma. Your bday

Adam: I’ll keep it brief I’ll just come up front. Alright so thank you for having me here. Umm the reason I came here and I brought my senators because at my University we have a $1,000 student budget. So I really came here today to find out how I can make my Seante the best Senate. How can we improve ourselves at our University. So thank you for your time and thank you for your kindness.

Aziz: Idk if you want to explain the knocking

Rodri: In parliament they do this think that if they like something or they areegree with something they knock
Truong: So I have a couple of things. The first one is you’re probably hearing about this town hall initiative. But also we want to be there for the students. Kick off event where all the students can come together and they can voice any opinions that they have. Cocco Rhondell Andy Abdool, the dean for students and hopefully who else...so did you guys see the litter sign in sheet that came around? That’s a tent day to see if students would be open to this. So this is not only a huge step for just the Senate...I’m not kidding really sign up for this. And so are there any questions about the whole town hall.

Ulloa: SO what kind of formate? Just idea, communication talking back and forth.

Truong: We were wanting to have kind of a moderated caucus. What we hope to do is for the WOW have a little Save the Date postcard. And then also we want to make a website so there will be a google docs on there so people could be entering their issues. I know that we say this each time but it is true, these are people’s job...maybe asking what their credentials are, what’s going to help them in the future, what they have, what they know.

Rodri: On a lighter note....a snack for everyone...we’ve had some senators who have over indulged...just give everyone a chance to eat first before you. To general business. The first item on the agenda is Confirmations. After that we will go into discussion and then voting. The apointees before you ...and during your 5min presentation when you have 1 minute left I will give you 1 tap of the gavel. If you finish your sentence and continue speaking I will gavel really loud

Mitchell Fratesi:

Cocco: Alright this is Mitch Fratesi. This is his second year as director. Right?

Fratesi: Yes sir.

Cocco: For the number of positions, the number of people who applied was 27 and we interviewed 3. Any questions regarding the process

Fratesi: umm appointee for the director of...majoring in finance and business management. Involvement and experience. I was hired as a computer assistant in the Spring of 2013. Which I have been since then, and since I stayed for a 5th year I reapplied for the job. I was awarded the most outstanding organization member. Currently I’m taking one class. One class for Summer C one class...I wont be able to give all my attention...future initiatives...is a new sound system that we are putting on the first floor. Which is going to play music but as well as going to have advertisement. Can have a ad come on the air...unlimited possibilities with this. I am creating a new director position...the position will be the director of technology and will basically be a liaison between SG and IT. Right now we don’t currently have an operating procedure. And ugh marketing, marketing is something that we wanted to get rolling this year. Advertising on the website so we will be constantly... as well as putting display board up in the MSC. Other than that, any questions?

Rodri:

Truong: I motion to enter a question and answer period with a limit of 7 minutes.
Rodri: Okay so since you made the motion, chairwoman truong you can go ahead anstart.

Fratesi: More likely we are going to have postings on the SG facebook page or twitter page. Just to let students know a little bit more about the computer lab, as well as the display boards in the MSC...that’s something I want to have added.

Truong: What was an issue that arose last year in SGCS and how did you solve it.

Fratesi: We had a student go down with a sesiure on the first floor, and typically we donthave a procedure for that. They alerted the USF PD and the ambulace came immediately.

Ulloa: Umm so what...the biggest struggle in Computer Services, last year and how do you plan on fixing that.

Fratesi: A course of action for dealing with tardies or people missing work. More of a guidline for me, so I have a clear course action to follow up.

Aziz: WShat is your conflict resolution style or philosophy?

Fratesi: I am usually straight forward with a person, I relaly don't have a specific philosophy.

Rodri: Seeing no questions I would hear a motion to end the question

Seitz: I move to end the question and answer period.

Rodri:

Madden: I move to enter voting procedures.

Johnson.

Madden

Johnson: I move to enter a 5 min discussion period with a 30 second per speaker.

Rodri

Johnson: Ugh you know he’s done the job already so he probably knows how to do it. I didn’t really see any...any reason I would be against this guy. He really did give a great presentation.

Aziz: so corry I was going to clarify that all the agencies won agency of the year because Scott felt sorry for them. And it definitely kept up on what his future plans are. He has a solid

Ulloa: So I was going to say what part of what Aziz had. And a lot of the remodeling of the computer labs that was him...making it look nice is all what he did last year.

Hartman: I move to go into voting procedures.

Ulloa: Before we do that can we just get a count of senators that are here?
Rodri: A quorum count?

Ulloa Yes please.

Rodri: Please click one if you are present. Has everyone clicked in? Is that everyone yes? Going once, going twice. We now have a count of 20 people. Okay, we’ll now continue on with Chairman Hartmann’s motion to move onto voting procedures. I’ll wait till chairman Ulloa is finished. Thank you, okay, please click one if you vote yes, two if you vote no and three if you abstain. Has everyone voted? With a vote count of 20:0:1 WITH ME AS THE ABSTAINING VOTE, Mitchel Fratesi is the new Director of SGCS.

Mitchell and Rodriguez: Say the Oath (Insert Oath)

Rodri: Congradulations.

Fratesi: Thank you very much.

Rodri: Okay moving on with the agenda, our next confirmation is Director of Programming Jaquelin Arbolez.

Cocco: For Programming 24 people applied, interviewed 4 people. Jacki has extensive experience.

Jacqueline: Already took most of my classes...my summer schedule is 6t credits. For my Fall schedule I’ll be taking 12 credits...and also I didn’t put up there Publix I will be working minimal hours over there. I was in the UCGA committee...surveying for what they want to see change in campus. And also campus safety and a lot more. I also attended USF day at the Capital 2013. My event planning experience. Last year for fall and spring I worked for Center for Student iNvolvement...a lot of contacts there. I was an event programmer for the Homecoming Carnaval. Ugh with that came duties of communicating with contractors and vendors as well as the....there was a lot of marketing with that with getting performers to sign up, as well as getting the audience to show up. Current and Future Initiatives...as well as chief of staff greg berkowitz...ugh im going to be attending housing programming meeting and also a meeting that we will have...Glow in the Park, one of our goals is to make the event more memorable. Umm I’m also goin to take on the new tradition the hudder...and yeah since I was on the Homecoming board I was really able to hype up the students. Have some surveys I want to hear what students have to say. I also want to increase the attendance that I will be in charged of. Mr. And MS. USF Pageant. And all the events that I will be in charge of. As well as have u guys involved and volunteering at these events. And government. Thank you. And one of my goals is to exceeds everyone’s expecatations.

Hiba: Motion to enter a question and answer period. 5 mins one minute allotment.

Hiba: I yield my time to the chair.

Turong: What skills from your previous positions can translate to Director of Programming?

Jacqueline: With the carnival itself. But I was directing mostly the show making sure everyones getting there at time. Take care of all the small details as well as directoring the small details.
Hartmann: What are some ways that you plan to take Staple student government events to the next level.

Jacqueline: Did you enjoy this event, did you prefer another time, how could we have made this better. Campaign for our school to be united as one.

Ulloa: So the budgets for SG and CSi are a little bit different.

Jacqueline: There was a lot of guidance with CSI...if there was an occasion if there was going to rain, have a back up for that. I think it will be very similar with student government. I will be working with Jessica Morgan so just spending wisely and having a back up plan.

Seitz: Increase awareness

Jacqueline: Since I was in charge of a lot of marketing for a student talent showcases. Social media, getting myself added to all the groups on facebook. We had so much to choose from, so I spent a lot of time attending different meetings. All the organization meetings, dance clubs, and just communicating with allot of the student orgs to get the word out there. And yeah.

Truong: How do you plan on delegating task to your assistant director?

Jacqueline: Umm so just communicating everything with them, having calendars, making meetings every week or by weekly. Making sure that we could both get along. I appreciate the help too.

Rodri: Okay do I see anymore questions? Seeing none, do I hear any motions?

Johnson: I motion to end question and answer period

Rodri: We are now out of our question and answer period.

Troung: Seeing now we will now enter discussion if you could please leave the room.

Troung: I yield my time to the chair

Hlba: Alright, umm going to the file that was sent out, it said that her work experience....they said she has worked...

Seitz: Just looking at the application and the job description..it seems like she’s very open to exceeding that time. So without that programming no one is going to know anything about...

Aziz: Alright, one is kind of a statement, but for the night, the chair should not be the only ones asking the questions. You guys should ask more of the questions that those guys. So programming in SG is not that difficult so it’s not going to be super complex.

Rodri: Next point of discussion.
Antar: Motion to close discussion and move into voting.

Rodri: Seeing none we will now enter voting procedures. Okay please click one if you vote yes, two if you vote no and three to abstain. With a count of 20:0:1 Jackqueline Arbeleaz is our new student of programming

Jacqueline and Rodriquez say the Oath: Insert the Oath Here.

Rodriquez: Congradualations.

Jacqueline: Thank you.

Rodri: Moving down the agenda we will now move on to Director of Gvoermental Affairs, Ashley Garcia.

Cocco: Happy Birthday Ashley.

Garcia: Thank you.

Cocco: Snaps, claps and knocks. Government Affairs is very popular, 30 people have applied and 3 were interviewed.

Garcia: Hi guys so my name is Ashley, tell you a little bit more about myself. Fall I’m enrolled in 4 classes...pretty open when I have in this fall. Not currently taking any classes. Some of my past experience political. Umm that was a lot of fun and I got the bug for organizing so I started with organizing for America with...and then I eventually became the Bulls for Obama president here at USF. I was a volunteer coordinator at the beginning. Just to tell you about a little bit political experience that we have...you know and obviously gain a lot of experience there, fund raising,...similar to what I did with OFA. So when I started we were put in charge with different spots in tampa. Umm phone banking and working obviously with local political organizations. I’m sorry. So so far, this is just a little bit about what I’m doing and what’s to come in the future. Not just relying on the SOE’s office to come down. We also have the Gubernatorial debate...I already got to work on that with transition with Maggie Hall and Emily...and what we are planning on doing soon and just basically just work with...also with your committed...and really focus on educating and mobilign the student body. And that’s it.

Rodri: Do I hear any motions?

Johnson: I motion to enter a 5 min question answer period with 30 second speaking time.

Truong:

ROdri

Johnson: So it definitely looks like you have really good experience with working with political campaignts. Real world political campaigns and working with the last election cycle.
Garcia: Even though I was involved with those specific campaigns...about the candidate but just getting people involved with political action. So I think that maybe my experience could come in here that even though I worked with specific campaigns.

Antar: To what extent do you see yourself involved in

Garcia: But you know definitely the operations aspect, making sure that we have the right ....

Rodri: I think there is a more appropriate time for that.

Seitz: A lot of people at the...and a lot of people can get really turned off...

Garcia: I saw a lot of that when I was here with OFA especially since we are a commuter school. Letting them know that I am a student also and we care about that same thing...relaying to them how it affects that them personally...so using friendlier language...turbovote...something you could use online and facebook.

Lopez: Or USF Day at the capital how do you plan on information.

Garcia: To get people to come or?

Lopez:

Garcia: So like just the legislative agenda. It’s going to look pretty similar to last year. It’s about making sure that we connect with all of the campuses too. They didn’t show up, so I think it’s definitely an issue of ...every other week we want to make sure that we are reminding people and giving them updates.

Hiba: Alright, I know that last fall and last spring there would be people in front of the...or tell them they are not old enough to vote, how do you seem to recatch out to these people

Garcia: Turbovote, students could sign up that way. You are given emails,...I don’t want to stop me...if I got an email or a facebook message...

Aziz: What is your overall vision for the director of government affairs position.

Garcia: I feel like what a lot of questions have been really is that there is not a lot of...but we get people more fired up and involved...

Rodri: Any more questions for mS. Garcia? Do I see any motions?

Hiba: Motion to end question and answers.

Rodri: Seeing none thank you Ms. Garcia.

Seitz: Time limit of 7 minutes speaking time of 1 minutes.

Rodri: Since you made the motion, you may go ahead an start Senator Seitz.
Seitz: and I feel like all this experience ...so I think she would be great for it.

Lopez: I think one of the biggest problem I saw with Emily last year was that how hectic it was.

Aziz: Umm based on presentation I appreciate that she had the effort to contact the previous person to learn what mistakes were made. Anyone else? Senator Hartmann:

Hartman: I move to enter voting procedures.

Rodri: Seeing none. Please click one if you vote yes, two if you vote no and three to abstain. With a vote of 20:0:1 with me as the abstaining vote. Ms. Garcia is the new director of government affairs.

Garcia and Rodriquez: Say the Oath: INSERT OATH HERE

Rodriquez: Congratulations Ms. Garcia

Garcia: Thank you

Rodriquez: Moving down the Agenda we now have Director of University Affairs Sydney Resmondo.

Cocco: Last but certainly not least. Ms. Resmondo...the qualifications are like this, so I’ll let her speak to it. 32 people applied and we interviewed 3 people.

Resmondo: And I was accepted to the College of Nursing. I will be taking 4 credits this semester ...and in the Fall is...so for my leadership experience I am currently the Order of the Golden Brahman President. I am an Alpha Delta Pi so I do have some programming experience with that organization. I was a research assistant on campus with the MOdd, Emotions and Substand Absue Lab. And I was a USF Sundoll for a year. I already met with Suchit and starting to work on the application with Brandon Hartmann and Greg Berkowitz. It’s from third parties, they connect students with Chegg, Grays stuff like that. We talked a lot about plans for all the colleges and getting the word out for students. I particiaped in tent day...you know getting them to be a group under SG so they could receive some funding. And I began updating the Master Contact list. One big priority of mine is getting the....so the transition between chairpeople if something were to happen would be a rocky one. Brandon and I have been working on that as well with Greg. We have started working with Alex today...I really want to selectively...select and market...and I think that’s something that is very impotatnt and I want to make sure we are correctly representing ...and umm the student memorial ceremony as I said I do have programming experience. Just in case something were to happen I also want to have a plan B and I want to collaborate with Programming and ifnd a way to get them connected ...so that’s all I have for you guys. Thank you.

Johnson: Move to enter a 5 min question answer period with 1 minute per answer.

Johnson: I yield my time.

Antar: Ugh thus far in your meetings with the director of the Marshall Center...your role in the advisory board.
Resmondo: Because student affairs really want to have a good representation...that process will be a little different, we actually had a conversation about that today...if we are going to need to have a selection process...so I think for me I want to sit in on that committee.. So that’s going to be my effort there.

Aziz: How will your department help student organizations transfer to....

Resmondo: I have been communicating with organizations that have gotten back to me. I have been forwarding emails to cory. I think that with that process, just communicating with organizations is going to be the key.

Ulloa: So in your position you will have to deal with organizations...how do you plan on balancing meetings with these people and keeping up with them.

Resmondo: SO that during the year it will be maintained, those communications. So I think making that effort over the summer and really planning is going to be the key for that.

Azzi

Resmondo: I will be getting an assistant as well a coordinator....inclusive in student government, that they are comfortable there...people will feel more connected to what their mission is. And just really advance university affairs....

Rodri: Any more questions?

HIba: Umm as a director of University Affairs, you have a responsibility affairs you have the...what situations do you see your self in exercising this responsibility.

Resmondo: I think that us collaborating and get to know each other, we will be able to advocate for these things.

Rodri: Any more questions? Do I see any motions

Truong: Motion to end question answer period.

Rodri: I will like to step down as chair so if Pro Tempore aziz. Take it away.

Aziz: Anyone new...that’s not coco.

Seitz; Motion to enter discussion period with a time limit of 5 minutes.

Aziz: Seeing no objections,

Seitz; And I think that just looking at everything that she’s done...ugh she is very involved in her school work, inside and outside of her classroom...

Truong: So in addition to what Senator Seitz has said, Syndey has been attending the town hall meetings.
Hiba: Just one moment.

Hartmann: Just been working with her over the past two weeks she has done a ton of stuff.

Hiba: Umm so I had the opportunity to work with Ms. Rosmondo in the spring semester. Seeing how she was a big campaign that introduced safety ...like all the parties were saying they wanted to

Madden: I’ve worked with Sydney a lot through USF ambassadors...but she never goes intoanythign unless she is prepared for it. She’s always thinking 6 months a year, 2 years ahead of time.

Aziz: Alright, anything else? Do we have any motions?
JOhnnson: I move to enter voting procedures?

Aziz: Okay so get your clickers out. Has everyone voted? Yep. With a vote of 16:0:4...the 3 abstentions...she’s the sweetheart for my fraternity...

Rodri: It’s in preview

Aziz: Alright, so raise your right hand

Aziz and Resmondo: Say the Oath: Insert the Oath

Aziz: Congratulations.

Rodri: Thanks Aziz. Okay moving down the agenda. Attorney General Johnson will be giving a presentation on legal opinons.

Johnson: Alright everybody, hi I’m Alex in case you don’t know. SO what is a legal opinion? It’s an answer to SG legal question. So this is one of the first ones I’ve written thus far, it has a number, it has the date, it has who asked the questions...and they have the...alright, so how do you get one, you go onto the website and that’s step one. Step 2 you go to the internal link, it’s right up here, click on internal and then you go to legal opinion request, it’s right here. Fill out your information, I need to know your name...and then you’re done and just give me about 24 hours to fill it out. Are there any questions?

Aziz: Can you give some example...

Johnson: You should not be asking me anything on a personal basis. Make sure they are appropriate and that they are SG related....they have to make SG related. I can’t answer those kind of questions.

Miller: Being that the font was really small was there a possibility of actually looking at a normal size on that you can actually see? So if you’re trying to find the ones that are posted on the actual websites, go to exec, go to official documents and then scroll all the way down...and I am trying to save one paper like I said on my confirmations...so this particular one or that one was requested....this one was requested during th....so this one was submitted by the Chief of Staff Greg Berkowitz to see how many memorandum can be posted to...essentially the branch leaders, so that way everybody would be informed when I do these. Any other questions or concerns? Albright.
Rodri: Okay moving down the agenda we have a first resolution on first reading JB R 55-006

Ulloa: I move to enter the first reading of JB R 55-006

Aziz: So this if JB R 55-006, MR. Cocco is going to read it but also explain who the Mark Harlan is.

Cocco: He is our new athletic director for USF athletics and he is fired up and ready to go and get USF involved and engaged, to make sure that Student affairs and this side of SG is connected with athletics...so ugh any questions about him and what he’s doing? By the way next week he’s going to be here like I said earlier to check out our area.

Rodri: They already did it.

Cocco: Okay. READS THE DOCUMENT WORD FOR WORD: *INSERT THE DOCUMENT HERE*

Cocco: I would like to add one change, can we have an oxford comma here.

Rodri: Sure. Do I see any motions, sharewoman...

Truong:

Aziz: The senate is the one that is doing the resolutioning if you put it that way...senate is the one that does resolutions that is on there.

Hiba: So therefor it is the student body?

Johnson: I mean I don’t really think it hurts to change the 30 person Senate to a couple thousand student body so just go ahead and change it.

Antar: I move to resolve to change it to the student body of the University of South florida.

Rodri: Can you repeat that please. Any objections to his amendment, seeing none his amendment passes.

Hartman: Would be more appropriate to...

Johnson: per chariman hartmanns fantastic idea, I motion to amend...

Rodri: Are there any objections....

Hartmann: Changing the student body at the top back to the Senate...

Rodri:

Ulloa: Where it says the...leave that as a senate since we are passing the bill and leave that as a student body ....

Rodri:
Johnson: He made a friendly amendment to my motion and I rescind my motion. SO we are out of order.

Ulloa: There is no objection to Mr. Hartmanns motion.

Hartmann: I move to pass this by acclamation.

Rordi: Seeing none, this joint resolution passes. Okay moving down the agenda we now have fiscal legislation on first reading.

Johnson: I just emailed it to you.

Miller: Motion to enter the first reading of SBA 55-006

Rodri: Any objections to entering the first reading of SB A 55-006? Seeing none. I was logged off. You have it in the computer drive?

Johnson: Good evening everyone, this is an interim budget request for the Vietnamese Student Association. They requested...first off the purpose of the VSA is to enlighten the student of the Vietnamese culture through the activities and local involvement. Umm their deductions, though they did request 13 events, we could only fund up to 8. 25% deduction for being late because they just simply missed the annual budget deadline. A couple of their big events include the heart of Vietnam which is the celebration of the Lunar New Year. And they have a ugh...the Heart of Vietnam would be the first event of the year...we cut back on standards, they requested a lot more money than they should have been allocated for food....and umm ugh just general standards cut again so their events were grossly...Journey to the East is not an event held by the VSA.

Ulloa: Debates over costumes and stuff because what is going to happen in the end...i

Johnson: I don’t think we decided to allocate money for costumes. Journey to the East is an event VSA does not own, we did help contribute to the food that we did want to bring to this event. WE helped subsidize...freshman orientation, this is one of their recruitment events,...getting people to come see some of the Vietnamese culture...Hot as pho....thank you. Hot as Pho...so much more sense...is an event posted by the VSA to share the love of Vietnamese tradition with a touch of French. Despite our recommendations when they submitted their revised request for allocations they over allocate...and the Spring...they want to have Vietnamese dished there, ugh we did not allocate...I think we allocated them a little bit for grilling supplies, it was a miniscual amount. Rolling VSA...but it’s a really cool event, come out dance, have a good time, have some really good food. End of a semester Celebration...we categorized that as the banquet. But once again the standard utensil....umm list but not least their original parties...they original birthday party...a birthday birthday party and then a revised birthday...just to mix it up food, art supplies, the other two things we allocated $50 for t-shirts, we were under the impression they had t-shirts left over from previous events. Allocated some money for local advertisements. Any questions for the VSA
Ulloa: How much did you say we allocated for t-shirts?
Johnson: IT was maybe like the last event. Oh no that’s 100 Umm I believe, I’m going to go ahead an double check it. We allocated ...does

Andy: I actually was there when...the thought process was this was you typically allocate $5 per tshirt...they have 150 members so we narrowed it down....

Hartmann: If you’re saying $5 per t-shirt for $100...

Johnson: Keep going down...

Rodri: it’s hard because I’m like.

Johnson: So the math would have been that it would have been 150 members would be $650....so I appolozie for misspeaking.

Antar: Motion to vote on ibll.

ROdri: if everyone could pelase take out their clickers. Please click one to vote yes, two to vote no and three to abstain> Has everyone voted? With a vote of 20:0:1 with me as the abstaining vote, this bill passes.

Johnson: Ugh Krsiten and I are going to start implementing a new policy with constitutional reviews...Monday at noon before the senate the following day.

Rodri: As you can see at the bottom of the agenda our next senate eeting is going to be July 22\textsuperscript{nd}. 2 weeks off. Seeing no more announcements, I'll take a motion

Hartmann: Move to adjourn.

Rodri: I Got ahead of myself, final roll call please click one to show that you were present. Has eveyroen clicked in?: I’m missing one? There was like one more person in the room like 3 minutes ago.

hartmanN: I reinstate my motion

ROdri: Adjourned at 7:51 pm.